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One of our important product is the
Super Platon II Pellet Screening System.
We released the first generation in 2000,
and II years later, we released the third
generation, Super Platon. Now, we brought
the fourth generation, the Super Platon Il
on exhibit at IPF 2014.

The Super Platon Il Pellet Screening
System can sort out foreign matters based
on colour differences, such as minute
black spots, blurs, off-colour partic\es, etc.
that are generated during the production
process of plastic pellets. Its screening
performance is dramatically higher than
that of conventional products

IRNA: What makes Super Platon Il a
highly recommended product?

Mr. Saiki: The Super Platon II uses a
newly developed lighting system and line
sensor cameras to achieve a detection
resolution of 0.03 m111. These new
technologies permit an improvement of
accuracy in detecting minute, 0.1 mrn-
diameter black spots; as well as screening
of transparent plastic pellets, which can be
a difficult feat for ordinary or conventional
machine. As a result, the Super Platon
II improves the ability of contaminants
detection and rejection in pellet production.
This is the f1agship model of Platon Pellet
Screening System.

The new Super Platon II will help
plastics manufacturers in enhancing the
quality of their plastic pellets in the areas
of engineering plastics, super engineering
plastics, high-function films, and other
plastic pellets with high added values in
the production process of plastic pellets, by
removing very small-sized foreign matters
and minute black spots.

AIso, it is easily operated via colour
liquid crystal touch pane!. Its anti-dust
design, automatic self-maintenance
function, simple assembly and disassembly
without tools ali make the Super Platon Il
easy to maintainance.

IRNA: Aside from the Super Platon
pellet screening equipment, what are
the other products offered by Kubota
for the plastics industry?

Mr. Saiki: Kubota is al so a leading
manufacturer of gravi metri c feeders and
provides process industries with advanced
gravi metri c feeding technology. Many
kinds of new materials are being used and
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improved every day. Kubota's feeder line
with a variety ofmodels and configurations
provide customers with f1exible adaptation
to their systems for a wide diversity of
materials. A variety of contro I systems
and peripherals are also available. Kubota
also offers a centralised operation contro I
system to control multiple feeders
cornprehensively. ri
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